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Social movements are agencies of social transformation that emerge in response

to certain social changes and conditions. They are also manifestations of

popular sentiment and in this they overlap with numerous other kinds of social

activity. This means that it is quite difficult to know where a social movement

begins and ends. As Wilson (7973:73) suggested, perhaps it goes too far to

include fraternities, youth groups, political parties, sects, nudists, voluntary

associations, guerrilla organizations, cool jazzor beat literature under the rubric

of 'social movements'. Yet, he continues (p. 5), it is impossible to ignore the

influence of such individuals as the Suffragette, the Abolitionist, the Prohibi-

tionist, the Pentecostal, the Black militant or the peace marcher. Even the flying-

saucer spotter, the flat-earther, the sabbatarian and the Satanist have managed

to attractive sizeable numbers of dedicated followers.
In this chapter we first consider the attempts to theorize the general nature of

social movements, especially as they evolved from the 1960s, while discussing

concrete examples whenever possible. We then examine why and in what ways

some social movements have become increasingly lransnali.qryl !n-!heil ,o1ien-
tďtióňiW6willéá1l these'gi.bá]ióčjgj.;ů9ag$!,. Tlre 1e!ti91ship of-glgba|
soiiál moveňéntš to international non'govcrnmental organizatiorr9-.(|[GQs) is
compléi.ás the latter often ,nést'wiťhiii t-hďfo:me"r-wrlhqut-be.1.ng-eQ:t'etminous
witli tlrern.We čbnctůát ihis ělii'iói'/";ď"ňg that global social movements
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Social movements are agencies of social transformation that emerge in response

to certain social changes and conditions. They are also manifestations of

popular sentiment and in this they overlap with numerous other kinds of social

áctivity. This means that it is quite diÍficult to know where a social movement

begins and ends. As Wilson (7973:73) suggested, perhaps it goes too far to

include fraternities, youth groups, political parties, sects, nudists, voluntary

associations, guerrilla organizations, cool jazz or beat literature under the rubric

of 'social movements'. Yet, he continues (p. 5), it is impossible to ignore the

influence of such individuals as the Suffragette, the Abolitionist, the Prohibi-

tionist, the Pentecostal, the Black militant or the peace marcher. Even the flying-

saucer spotter, the flat-earther, the sabbatarian and the Satanist have managed

to attractive sizeable numbers of dedicated followers.

In this chapter we first consider the attempts to theorize the general nature of

social movements, especially as they evolved from the 1960s, while discussing

concrete examples whenever possible. We then examine why and in what ways

some social movements have become increasingly !14nsnq-!i-o,ry!-!4,!he-i1-orien
tationíW?: will óálnhesél.ármt!g-:le"|11.9-Lúé"!., Tt'.q."lgt-i..olship of .global
sočiál.ňóveňtjntštóintóríatioňat''ó'''-go,'"T@)i'
címplď, áš tfié látter oftén-'iúši'wiTňií1hG'Ifra9l'iyrthsut'Lejng*c.o:terminous
\^ňinthem.-wé cóncltiďothiš ótiápti'i by J'g"ing that global social movements
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GLOBAL SOC

are vital to our wider understanding of the ways in which global society is
built from below Our discussion in this chapter will serve to introd
subsequent two chapters - where the women's and green movements
considered in detail.

Figure 16.1 A ral|y oÍ .So|idarity', the Po|ish
social and labour movement. 1989
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Given the many aspects of social life covered
ments' you will not be surprised to learn that
and descriptions.

by the expression'social
there is a plethora of defin

We can start with Wilson's (7973:8) prosaic definition: 'A social movement
a conscious, collective, organized attempt to bring about or resist I
change in the social order by non-institutionalized means./ He prefaces
formal definition with a more imaginative characterization: 'Social mo
nurture both heroes and clo\/ns, fanatics and fools... Animated by the in
tices, sufferings, and anxieties they see around them, men and women in
movements reach beyond the customary resources of the social order to la
their own crusade against the evils of society. In so doing they reach
themselves and become ne\ / men and women' (p.5).

More recent definitions include that of Bvrne (7997: 10-11). For him sociď
movements are:

& unpredictable (for example, \Momen/S movements do not always arise \^/heÍe
'\ /omen are most oppressed)

I
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& irrational (adherents do not act out of self-interest)
& unreasonable (adherents think they are justified in flouting the law)
& disorganized (some avoid formalizing their organization even when it seems

like a good idea to do so).

Finally, \ /e can refer to zirakzadeh (7997: 4-s) who suggests that a social
movement:

is a group of people who consciously attempt to build a radically new sociar
order
involves people of a broad range of social backgrounds
deploys politically confrontational and socially disruptive tactics.

Figure 16.2 The student movement in Indonesia celebrates
the removal of President Suharto, í998

BEC.ENT$oclÁLMovE}ltENTs]] '| . . . . , . . . . , . . . ' . . . . . . :] l . l .

Many scholars who have written about social movements in the advanced
countries argue that they underwent a sea change from the late 1960s onwards.
As with all social movements this was apparently linked to certain underlying
changes evident in the industrialized countries from around that time. Touraine
(1981) tried to capture the outcome of these changes with the term post-
INDUSTRIAL soclETY/ which sa\ / an occupational shift awav from manual work
to the knowledge and service Sector, ňcluding informaiion technology, the
media, fashion, design and even therapy and counselling services.

A related feature of post-industrial society \ /as a gro\ /ing middle class of
public and private sector employees many working in the rising cultural, media
and knowledge industries. Touraine contrasted the 'old' labour and political

&
&

m::,tnl wealth, a Íall in
Mw ,irtntbers of manual
mri:.'rs, a huge expansion
,w ;,:ircrsity or teťtiary
,sn::,ttion and a grouing
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GLOBAL SOCIOL

movements with the 'new' social movements that represented the inte
those working in emerging occupations. The question of whether there
clear distinction between 'old' and 'new' movements was a lively debate n
while, but we are content with the view that nearly all the changes were
those of degree than of kind. Naturally, social movements respond to netv
ities and new social demands, but this is a different argument from the idea
they are totally new phenomena. Keeping this important point in mind, u.e
{iggg.s-q-f qgt,yyqy{nwhichsocialmovemen.tsJravechangedÉsa-"-g"
over recent decades:

I the switch to identity politics
t the rise of 'counter cultures'
-t the questioning of authority
Ú the elevation of grass-roots activities.

The switch to identity politics
According to Giddens (1991: Chapter 7) throughout most of the period
modernization until the mid-twentieth century, social movements wer€
ally concerned with what he calls 'e1na;pip_a-tgry-.p-o-!{!c_s'. Thesb n
struggles against those structures and inequalities that constrained
freedom to choose their own life experiences. Chief among these compulsi
were the heavy weight of tradition (such as religious and customary obligpr
tions), material scarcity and poverty and the people's exclusion from access M,
Iegal and political rights or the same opportunities to attain wealth enjoyed @
ruling groups.

Important examples of emancipatory politics were: the struggles to obtaimr
universal suffrage, freedom of movement, assembly and opinion; the abolitium
of slavery in the usA and the European colonies; and the rights of workers Mm
en8ag€ in free collective bargaining and to curb the worst excesses of exploitw.
tion by constructing a welfare state. All of these struggles required socialil
movements to gain some degree of direct control over state power. Thug,,
workers and socialist movements not only formed trade unions, which cou,ld
bargain more effectively with capitalists at the workplace, they also estab-
lished political parties capable of assuming the reigns of government. Armd
with such \ /eapons, working classes eventually succeeded in curbing the
excesses of capitalism so that it served the interests of the majority a little morc
fairly than before.

By contrast, contemporary social movements have been less interested im
winning direct control over or access to state po\ /er. Nevertheless, during the
last forty years or so, struggles to extend the full rights and opportunities
already won by the majority of citizens to previously disadvantaged m
excluded groups have continued to be fought everywhere, but especially in the
developing coĎrqries. Sometimes, these demands have involved confrontations
with the state. In the case of the advanced societies we should include here the
social movements associated with the demands of women, religiorp or ethnic
minorities (as in the case of the Civil Rights Movement in the usA dqring the
7960s), the needs of children and young people, and the struggles of )gy an.{
disabled people.
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Returning to the main argument, Giddens pointed to a more important
difference between earlier and more recent social movements. Thus, he (1991:

274_27) o!q-et":4l!all!9-m9i$.99up"e{.pc!al-T9Y9!:1-el!9.bgeshúts-ďlo*causes-
cgnqe-M4g11lhglbg"S,allq,11..r"f...-"- p,q-litlgpi lhgs_g -rg1s.e t!9 g9-e,9!f9n of hqw-exactly
\ďJ r'nlght l1ef-er-t-o- us-9 $elirP*gy- Ís-"-*gn:-T9ltsy.\9ve b.e'9.a.-w'o'!..'
*lňtTiňd'--qÍ-g":gs!ala4d^sog4lqlily!.i|g:y:.ry'iebl:Y''\.19!ggt.lys!-:3ld
ryhat 1egp94.jbil1!!es i1diyidualp must exe$lge-iÍll'rc-guarantee-olfun.iyers.al
frgg{lm!s !q,po4l|1Lse, Since we all dep_et-4-on blefge_rg-pnal-relati-o-nshlpsand,
each individual's freedom hinges on exactly how these are arranged, issues of
self-realization and questions of personal identity inevitabiy come to the fore-
front of our concerns.

This has been particularly evident in the case of the feminist movement,
which originated in the USA, swept across the western world in the early 1970s
and has now penetrated most societies. As we have seen, feminism challenged
pakiarchy; the relegation of women to roles defined as culturally inferior.
However, it has also gone much further than this by compelling women to
confront the question of what kind of life course, values and personal identity
they wish to build their lives around. Pressing questions for contemporary femi-
nists include: the nature of sexuality and preferred sexual orientations; the
control of biological reproduction (including abortion); who should be entitled
to exercise rights over children; the terms on which marriage and other kinds of
intimate relationships should be founded; and issues of representation and
freedom of expression, such as pornography. Thus, political conflicts and
processes have started to dissolvé the boundaries between the. private and
public spheres.

Non-material values and 'counter cultures'
According to Inglehart (1990) and others, growing affluence and material secu-
rity, associated with economic growth after the Second World War and the
welfare reforrns implemented by the social democracies at that time, encour-
aged many people to become much more concerned with the pursuit of non-
material values together with more emphasis on issues.*Čoneerneilwjth..tlrcjl
personal fulfilTejrt_an4.!íel!itie's''-This development of a COUNTER OULTURE
also accounts for the declining appeal of radical, socialist ideas among many
workers and others during the same period. Although they may have been in

opposition to pro-capitalist parties, they were still seen as 'part of the system'.
Students were particularly associated with the counter cultural movement. A

ground swell of student unrest, initially associated with the Civil Rights Move-
ment in the USA, became evident from the early 1960s. This student movement
spread to Europe and probably reached its high point during the events of May
1968. These events, in particular, appeared to validate Inglehart's thesis. Then,
across Europe, workers, intellectuals.and students held strikes and occupied
college campuses and factories. They appeared to demonstrate against a socieý
that produced what Marcuse (1968) - a Marxist intellectual living in the USA -

called 'one-dimensioqal man'. In the eyes of many intellectuals this protest
involved an attack on Ňo features of industrial

\
1. The dehumanizing consequences of the bureaucralipation of industry,

government and higher education. '\
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2. The 'bargain' offered by post-war Fordist economies; namely the distor:, *
emphasis placed on economic prosperity and acquisitiveness bought ai --,.
cost of relentless disempowerment at the workplace and the decline ..
community and cultural autonomy.

iís*x Ťs'tr Battles in cyberspace: Greenpeace against French
nuclear testing

Background events
In June 1995. rre l -rench govertment decjded lo resu'ne lest ing luc lear weapons -
l l^e South PaciÍrc oespite i ls  ear| 'er comŤit.nent to respect an inte.1at io1a] agreeme.-
on nuclqar non-prol iferation. Greenpeace had long campaigned against the Frenc-
governmenT'S adherence to an oLrt-dated view ol naÍionaI Securi]y needs tUe||ed i].
'great power' aspirations. For example, Greenpeace had crossed swofds with t l-=
Frerch governmert in ]9B5 cuInirat ing in t"e s inkirg oí |ne Bainbow Warr iorshiob'
||^e Fíerch NaVy.

Greenpeace's worldwide campaign: July 1995 to early 1996
During rts campaign again$t the resumption of nuclear testing, Greenpeace operatec
on many Í.on[s:

r A pel i t ion was s igred by mo.e than Í've ni| l ion peop|e'

r Demonstrations were organized around the world includlng one involving ovei
l5 OOO people in Tahit i  who blocked roads ano demanded thal  Greerpeaces
leading ship be a|lowed to dock against the wishes oÍ the French govornment,

l  NelWorks 
.o l  s.]pport ing groups Íormed coaI i t ions in many coun|. ies to i r f|uence

world PUDl ic oPinion.

l  AuslraI ian pubIic opinion Was especia i|y targeted'  Here'  past admlrat ion íor the
bravery oÍ Greenpeace wa.r iors and proximity to lhe nUC|ear Ies l ing zore col|d be
expected Lo generate strong pressure on the governrnenr to use d,plomacy in order
to oppose French actv i l ies.

l  GreerpeaCe sai led its f|eet of Íive s1ips into the test area a|ong With its he' icopter
divers ard several inf latable boats.

Greenpeace also exp|oited the |atest techniques in communications téchno|ogy

r Numerous faxes were sent and sarel l i te terephones kepr the various campa gn
messages t lowing corstantly across l l 'e wo.ld.

I Three ships were equipped with the most L,/p-to-oaie communication systems anci
So Were abIe lo reIay powe.Íul inrages. i rcIuding CoIoUr p1otos '  Via SaIe'I i te.

I EVenls were aIso ÍiImeo by he|icopler' adding to the drarnatic Íootage that WaS fed
nto the g,obar med.a.

r Meanwhi le.  the leading ship sent out rnessages on rhe Inlernet.  This enabled indi-
viduals, groups and the media to pick up the inforňation re|ayed by Greenpeace's
on-the-sool warr iors v ia i ts web s i te. establ ished ir  igg4.

When the act 'on began, wilh French com.nandos boa.oirg Rainbow Warrior l l  ana
using tear gas against the orotesters.  rhe worrd was le ' t  i r  no doubt concerr- ing Ihe
in|ersiIy oÍ tne Soutl. Pacif ic sLruggIe' A gIobaI socia movemer1 had beaten one of the
world s most powerf u' nai lon slates, at reasl at tne_ orooaganoa war.\
Source; Coope'( 1997) 

\
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Student discontent fed directly into an upsurge oÍ counter cultural move-
ments that soon spread across the western world including the hippy and drug
cultures, the anti-Vietnam war movement of the late 1960s and early 1970s and
the early stirrings of the green movement. A retreat from the repressive and
materialistic lifestyles offered by mainstream consumerist capitalism also
involved such things as the establishment of communes and co-operatives, an
interest in organic farming and foods and experimenting with eastern philos-
ophy and health practices.

Whether or not all or most students and others who participated in the events
following May 7968 perceived it as a struggle against materialist values quite to
the same degree as the intellectuals involved is open to debate.--AgaiO in the
lisht ef more ry-ca$!!qlg99r_t-!9-9lggl9l"t-!b.i-t !l-g_slp-9_9pl-ej"s*"1!y"g*q-g1g39Jsge,t
plegggd py-el4."mjg--e-.c.-o-49ryric insecu'rities. no\^/ seems distinctly"pretnďure.

The questioning oÍ authority
According to writers such as Ciddens (1991) and Beck(7992;1994) the spread of
higher education and the developments in communication technology, among
other changes, have enabled people in the advanced societies to become more
knowledgeable about science, technology and the management of economic life
than previously. At the same time, the ever increasing dangers incurred by
nuclear energy and weaponry as well as by chemical and biological warfare
have spurred many citizens to demand that governments, the military and busi-
ness corporations relinquish their right to monopolize control over these areas.

The realization that some scientists and technologists had placed their exper-
tise and public prestige at the service of such narro\^/ and unaccountable inter-
ests further deepened these demands. The campaigns against the dangers of
nuclear energy in North America and Europe, which gathered pace in the 7970s,
can be regarded as a concrete expression of such sentiments (Joppke 1993). They
also provided a foundation both for the peace movement, which erupted in a
new form in the early 1980s in Europe, North America and the Soviet Union (see
Box 16.3), and for the wider green movement which we discuss in Chapter 18.

Even the buttoned-up world of markets and business management, once
regarded as out-of-bounds to ordinary citizens (except in their limited capacities
as individual consumers or shareholders) has become increasingly exposed to
detailed public scrutiny and liable to substantial criticism. This has become
particularly evident in the case of large companies that decide to market green
or ethical products (Kennedy 1996). Making such commercial claims both invites
external validation by relevant campaigning groups and requires it. Indeed,
such companies may find themselves sucked inexorably into engaging in educa-
tional and green-ethical consciousness-raising activities, in order to inform
public opinion about their products, that are barely distinguishable from the
overt campaigning in which explicitly political groups are engaged all the time.

The upsurge of European public anxiety concerning genetically modified
crops and foods in the late 1990s is another case in point although here it
remains to be seen whether and how far commercial interests will respond to
public concern. Similarly, \ /e are prepared to criticize the economic priorities
employed by private companies, governments and ICOs such as the World
Bank in their dealings with developing couqlries. Thus, there has been a
demand for the democratization of decision-making in every sphere. Although
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SuCh demands have not always been met th" pol'!''é.e!9!!i=z91s are ryo-loi
prepared to q!g-epl-!!3f th-e19.$,e-!9g!ligg!99I93s 9{-*:5-1"9I-T9!i!gYbe11
ď,-.lqll'4".e'wó.y ií[t't to. b-e_fu]ly.rnl.p.u!e.ď ald amply.-csnsulled

The elevation of grass-roots activity
The post-1960s social movements have tended to be decentralized and non-

archical in mobilizing members for collective action, although there are e:

tions to this such as Greenpeace and the African National Congress (A\Cr

South Africa. Normally, social movements form loose federations of s

autonomous groups, rely very much on grass-roots support based

networking activities and usually permit members to arrange their own pnmb''

ties and stiategies of protest. Of course, such practices may also lead to dfur'

siveness within movements, indecision, lack of focus and poorly organi-aďl

campaigns. Nevertheless, these characteristics allow social movements rapr"s@

to aáps1 their mode of operations, respond to the constant rush of events, seleúffi

new targets for mobilization and draw upon a heterogen"ont un6[ evml

changing mix of supporters. By the same token, each social movement's fo.-umn

of coircein and band of support tends to coalesce and overlap with those ,M

others. For example, 
'11u.ý 

inimal rights, supporters are also likely to feď

strongly about road-building programmes which threaten wildlife conservati'cmr

areasánd this may simultaneously place them among the various radical greem

grouPs. Frequentý one kind of commitment leads quite naturally to another
" 

Tň.ee facio., largely explain the emphasis on democratic, decentralized a:ld

participatory forms of organization and action:

1. Contemporary social movements are not interested in winni4g direct contrď

over state Po\^/er and so they have no need to construct vast, centralřď

organizations capable of assuming the reins of government'

2. Their aims involve trying to persuade broad sections of the population tur

adopt new agendas for deep changes in social and cultural life n'trile

compelling businesses and other powerful bodies to alter their priorities

Particularý in democratic societies, such goals call for a multiplicitr. ťú

dispersed and highly diverse grass-roots activities that involve consciou-*

ness-raising and óxposing the failures of the existing system. Accordinglr

the following actions are likely to be eÍfective: demonstrations; petition-s'

consumer or investment boycotts; land occupations; road actions such as

blockades and sit-insi conferences; high-profile media events; neighbour-

hood action groups or mass letter-writing to politicians and company direc-

tors. Such actions embarrass politicians, undermine their electoral suppoť

and threaten the sales, profits, investment sources and reputations oi

commercial interests.

3 ffu91y!9_!e.4d ]o- pe altracted to 9orci1|'ryo.v-9ments q19 often ed".11Ť
i.fo.rned ild used to exercising personal autonomy. As such, they would Le

""lik"iíió 
íďóiate p"r'.anent exefušióň]Íom}ďrcy-making by impersonal'

bureaucratic cliquei of largely unaccountable movement leaders. AÍter all

this would fly in the face of the very ethor_of,se_lf-r9{iz-4t!on and the need tc

empower pe9Pr="d civil society, whiéh.prornpte{ :9'c!'indiyi$]' to join

sÓffipEQ9'_.-

L
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GLOBALEATION OF SOCIAL MOVEMENTS: CONSTRAINTS
AND OPPORTUNTTIES

Transnational co-operation between social movements is not new. Ever since the
nineteenth century, peace, anti-slavery, \A/omen's, conservationist and workers'
movements have sometimes drawn strength from collaboration with similar
groups in other countries. Certainly, during the 1960s the civil rights, anti-
Vietnam, student movement and the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament
(CND) spread out across national borders.

But we must distinguish between occasional collaboration between largely
separate national groups and campaigns specifically designed to be globally
orchestrated and which deliberately synchronize national support as a
resource in the pursuit of worldwide goals. For example, before the 1980s,
green groups in the USA mostly campaigned on domestic environmental
issues except in the case of a few attempts to protect international wildlife
(Bramble and Porter 7992:324). By contrast, the peace movement which
erupted across Europe, the USA and elsewhere from 1981 was much more self-
consciously transnational. It was more globalizing in its scope, effectiveness
and thinking about the causes of and the remedies for the risk of nuclear war
than any previous anti-war movement (Taylor and Young 1987). Roseneil's
work (7997) on the Women's Peace Camp at Greenham Common, in the UK
during the 1980s, and which \ /e summarize in Box 16.3, demonstrates this
globalizing dimension well.

Until recently, most of the theorizing on social movements by sociologists
and others has presumed that the nation state was the natural and obvious loca-
tion where movements would seek to operate (Princen and Finger 1994:
Chapter 3). This is not unrelated to the fact that very real constraints have
rendered genuine global activity much more difficult than corresponding
actions at the national level. Accordingly, most social movements had to be
rooted first and foremost in national struggles dependent on domestic support.
Howevet it can also be argued that social movements possess several features
that, in principle, provide them with excellent opportunities as \ /ell as motiva-
tions for choosing to operate transnationally. Indeed, in certain respects they are
much better equipped to do so than states. In Box 76.2 we try to summarize
these opportunities and constraints by drawing on the work of Ghils (1992),

Fisher (7993), Princen and Finger (7994) and Riddell-Dixon (1995).

You will notice in Box 76.2 that we have included INCOs in the discussion'
Estimates of the numbers of INGOs vary from around 17 000 for the mid-1980s
(Scholte 1993: 44) to 23 000 in the early 1990s (Ghils 1992: 479). Of course, the
number of NGOs operating at the local, grass-roots level is much larger.
According to Fisher (1993: xi) there are more than 100 000 such groups in the
developing countries (the South) at the present time. These probably serve more
than 100 million people. Most are concerned with furthering the immediate
economic needs and human rights issues which preoccuPy ivomen, the urban
poor living in shantytowns or tribal peoples threatened with the loss of liveli-
hood by large development projects such as dams.

Approximately 35 000 associations, which Fisher (1993: viii) calls 'grass-

roots support organizations', assist these NGOs. Young professionals, M/ho,
either out of a sense of commitment to their fellow citizens or because of
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The primary- aim of 
ť Ť* glouPs is to find alternatii-es to the top>

dortrr, commerciďly oriented der'elopment initiatir.es pushed bv Southern
governments, often with the backing of rt'estern states, inr.estors and IGos
such as the World Bank. These tend tó by-pass the needs and interests of poor
people. Many grass-roots support organizations enjoy rinks to INGos that
provide them with funds,. technical expertise, international media coverage
and other kinds of external support to ássist them in their struggles to secure
a fairer deal for local people.

several writers (including princen and Finger 1994, Riddeil-Dixon 1995 and
Fisher 1993) arlue that it is useful to regard ňme, although not all, INGos as
more or less equivalent to social movemónts. There are ..uň.,, reasons for this:

1' whatever else they may do - for example, providing famine relief or financing
self-help development- projects - 

-ut'ty 
INGos are directry involved in

running campaigns. Thgs11re designed to influence pubhá opinion and
compel governments and IGos to chánge their policies.

2. INGos such as oxfam, Action Aid, Amnesty Internationar and Friends of the
Earth seek to bring about a fairel, more just worrd. This involves champi-
oning the interests oÍ those. who are presently disadvantaged by the presÉnt
one while offering a]ternative agendás.

3. on occasions, such campaigns involve forms of protest, which are unorthodox,
illegal and even dangerous, as in the case of Gráenpeace International.

4' The-kinds of people who are likely to provide donations to INGos or who
work for them in a voluntary capacity are often similar those who are also
directly involved in social movements.

-Jn 
short, although INGos are formalry designated as organizations and are

officially recognized as such, in most otírer respects and for some of the time,
they function in much the same lvays as sociál movements' They also forge
close links to the latter and frequently coalesce with them. Moreover, they are
often much better placed to operate effectivery at the global revel than social
movements. Here, in effect' they stand in for - and bĚcome the mouthpiece
of - social movements. perhaps ihe easiest way of seeing the relationship is to
regard social movements as broad, informal and largěly unorganized with
relevant NGos and IGos ,nesting, under their wings áná gi.,ini some direc-
tion to their campaigns.

l

we now outline several-overrapping changes since the early 19g0s that have
markedly accentuated the positive ."u'o,,i for global actiúty. Similarly, we
examine the increasingly concrete opportunitiei for effective transnationar
communication, mobilization and colraboration between different sites of
potential protest. Meanwhile, the former constraints have diminished. we
explore these changes under the following headings:

", I
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GLOBAL SOCI

I the problems of worldwide economic modernization
Ú shifts in thinking by those who support social movements and INGos
o changes in communication technology
I the widening repertoire of social movements.

The problems oÍ Worldwide economic modernization
Many environmental problems linked to the thrust for economic
both in the North and the South either became clearly evident for the
or worsened during the 1980s. These included the phenomena of tra
acid rain, desertification, the dangers of toxic and nuclear waste from
and power plants, water shortages, urban pollution, declining fish
the damage caused by chemicals seeping into inland waterways and seas-
and other manifestations of damage to the biosphere had clear globď
their impact was universal and they required global solutions.

The rise of neo-liberal economic thinking in the advanced countries,
the USA and the UK from the earlv 1980s. led to the implementation of stri
financial measures designed to reduce public spending and check inflati
pressures. In their dealings with developing countries, the OECD countri
World Bank and the IMF demanded that the former adopt similar
There was also relentless pressure to increase foreign earnings for debt par
by expanding the export of raw materials such as forest products. This
accentuated the extent of environmental deterioration in many
countries while threatening the livelihoods of tribal, forest and other
ized groups. According to Korton (7990: 6) these events have provoked a
spread demand for a more autonomous and 'people-centred vision' of
development among many people living in the South.

As we saw in Chapter 4, neo-liberal economic policies, coupled with the
alization of manufacturing and other changes, also reduced job securih
cially among manual workers and the less well-educated in the North
virtual exclusion of huge numbers of people from the benefits of
growth became a worldwide not just a Southern phenomenon. Indeed,
Indian sociologist Oommen (1997: 57-2) argues that compared to prevri
upsurges of political action by excluded groups the present one is 'truly
tional in its scale and scope [and] multidimensional in its thrust, becau-se
marginalized are the victims of cumulative dominance and inequality'.

The spread of various forms of collectíve action and protest to the South,
cially the demand for greater economic justice, human rights and more
to the needs of women, has also been enhanced by the worldwide
democratization (Lindberg and Sverrisson 7997:5-77). Partly this was I
the collapse of communism in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe
1989 and 1.992. But the abysmal failure of many governments in the Soutfo
provide viable development programmes - especially in Africa -
disadvantaged people, often with the assistance of INGOs, to reassert
control over their ou/n economic life. This, in turn, helped to strengthen
society and generate internal pressures for democracy.

NING SI
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LAINING SOCIAL MOVEMENTS

The shifting ethos - towards global thinking
According to Hegedus (1989) during the 1980s mostst.lFP.ťdm$mil.m{uffilMw jl
movements began to experience a major shift in theř trrlder6iiwm'M|rrmiunnrn'
tation' They realized that their hitherto mostly localizaj ;!ÍllilflmriTm .wrrum,um ]fuMť
inextricably tied to much wider globar structures and pr.br*m urM* wriMttmr*tion, (p. 19) of understanding encompassed many rmr<ea aEffiďlms ťM" ,iljlheTmwr
virfually everything needed to be radically rethought. Thus. ťmwlmnnilm*rfiilTm'
people in the rich western societies was onlý meanlnifut ij h"i: xtůils' imrŇmrfrm61 ilml
enable poor people in the South to assert tháir rights řs *'eu. rnx o sw',*iMilJ*
relevant with respect to environmental problems.šimilarly, frorn t]re emm"1lry 11iryffil6
those involved in the peace movement in Europe and Nárth e*..,* ruffim,
realize that simpty pressurizing one,S o\^rn government to relinqul*;il ť1ufrcry
arms or curtail military expenditure was not enough (see also Box 1b-3 l\{ruur,.e_
ove1, the range of actions had to be far wider, for"example, compellin: alu".u-
exporting countries to curtail their sales to repressive regiňes and to dir.ert a:.nrs
industries into peaceful activities.

VculgqPrgr"t-eJg-glqqcial movements also ceased to be concerned oni.,with is s u es 
"r s éi r-."a tiá tió'ň*ffi ř-nď iěč'ó ňšlř.i.řiáňr-a"l mna '"t,h iffi;'pell-?r4\rqel_-ors,,Utlit{jg:gSglF ;lseffigrfe1,

tary.Jey.ď (Hegedus tqsq: zz).--Thňlinks i'p *iřilour ea.ti!. discussion
concerning Gidden's notion of life politics where the political has invaded the
sphere of domestic/personal rives and relationships. But this can be a two-
lvay process. when the myriad tiny individual or household decisions are
aggregated together they may lend their weight to the attainment of much
broader, radical changes.

Thus, our very dependence on nationar and globar economic life as
consumers/ investors, taxpayers or television viewersl coupled to our rights as
voting citizens, equips us with ready-to-hand and formiduůl" *"upo.,s. We can
use these as devices for invading the arena of collective politics and protest if we
so wish. Moreover, because so much of our cultural, media and especiaily our
economic life has become so globalized and inter-connected, it is periectly
possible for such individual market and voting preferences to engage with
transnational movements and not just rocar or national ones.

Take the case of ethicar and green consumerism. Here, a growing number of
people have refused to buy products from companies that ě.'gug" in activities
of which they morally disapprove. The magazine, Ethigp! Cp.nsu_mer, first
published in7989, has built-up á dutabase on the *o.ld*lá" uIi.,ities of many
large companies' Here are jusitwo exampres, selected from its fiftieth edition of
December 7997, which demonstrate the power of serective buying by individ-
uals or full-scale consumer boycott .u*puigrr, (7997:29_32):

a The Body shop This store, which is committed to ethical trade, increased its
sales for cosmetics and other products by three times between 1gg0 and
1996' Meanwhile, during roughry the same time period various consumer
boycotts led several rarge cosrnetics companies such as Avon, Boots, Max
Factor and Yardley, to announce their iniention to stop testing their own
products on animals.
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s the problems of worldwide economic modernization
I shifts in thinking by those who support social movements and INGOs
O changes in communication technology
* the widening repertoire of social movements.

The problems oÍ worldwide economic modernization
Many environmental problems linked to the thrust for economic detelc
both in the North and the South either became clearly evident for the I
or worsened during the 1980s. These included the phenomena of transtu
acid rain, desertification, the dangers of toxic and nuclear waste from
and power plants, water shortages, urban pollution, declining fish st.
the damage caused by chemicals seeping into inland waterways and Sečs"
and other manifestations of damage to the biosphere had clear glot'ai
their impact was universal and they required global solutions.

The rise of neo-liberal economic thinking in the advanced counřies
the USA and the UK from the early 1980s, led to the implementation of
fínancial measures designed to reduce public spending and check
pressuÍes. In their dealings with developing countries, the OECD cor.rrr
World Bank and the IMF demanded that the former adopt similar
There was also relentless pressure to increase foreign earnings for debt
by expanding the export of raw materials such as forest products. ThL<
accentuated the extent of environmental deterioration in many
countries while threatening the livelihoods of tribal, forest and other rn
ized groups. According to Korton (7990: 6) these events have provoked a
spread demand for a more autonomous and 'people-centred vision' of
development among many people living in the South.

As we saw in Chapter 4, neo-liberal economic policies, coupled with t:
alization of manufacfuring and other changes, also reduced job secuntu.
cially among manual workers and the less well-educated in the North. I
virtual exclusion of huge numbers of people from the benefits of
growth became a worldwide not just a Southern phenomenon. In,J
lndian sociologist Oommen (7997: 57-2) argues that compared to r
upsurges of political action by excluded groups the present one is 'trulv
tional in its scale and scope [and] multidimensional in its thrust. bet
marginalized are the victims of cumulative dominance and inequahh .

The spread of various forms of collective action and protest to the Sou:
cially the demand for greater economic justice, human rights and more
to the needs of women, has also been enhanced by the worldwide u
democratization (Lindberg and Sverrisson 7997:5-77). Partly this n'as l
the collapse of communism in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe i
1989 and 7992. B:ut the abysmal failure of many governments in the
provide viable development programmes - especially in Africa -
disadvantaged people, often with the assistance of INGOs, to reasserl
control over their o\^/n economic life. This, in turn, helped to
society and generate internal pressures for democracy.
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NING SOCIAL MOVEMENTS

The shifting ethos - towards global thinking
According to Hegedus (1989) during the 1980s most supporters of western social
movements began to experience a major shift in their understanding and orien-
tation. They realized that their hitherto mostly localized concerns were in fact
inextricably tied to much wider global structures and problems. This 'planetiza-
tion' (p. 19) of understanding encompassed many linked agendas for change;
virtually everything needed to be radically rethought. Thus, empowering
people in the rich western societies was only meaningful if help was given to
enable poor people in the South to assert their rights as well. This is especially
relevant with respect to environmental problems. Similarly, from the early 1980s
those involved in the peace movement in Europe and North America began to
reahze that simply pressurizing one's own government to relinquish nuclear
arms or curtail military expenditure was not enough (see also Box 16.3). More-
over, the range of actions had to be far wider, for example, compelling arms-
exporting countries to curtail their sales to repressive regimes and to divert arms
industries into peaceful activities.

VarrfSgppgllglg*"f social movements also ceased to be concerng-d onfy
*ith issuei 
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concerning Gidden's notion of life politics where the political has invaded the
sphere of domestic/personal lives and relationships. But this can be a two-
\ /ay process. When the myriad tiny individual or household decisions are
aggregated together they may lend their weight to the attainment of much
broader, radical changes.

Thus, our very dependence on national and global economic life as
consumers, investors, taxpayers or television viewers, coupled to our rights as
voting citizens, equips us with ready-to-hand and formidable weapons. We can
use these as devices for invading the arena of collective politics and protest if we
so wish. Moreover, because so much of our cultural, media and especially our
economic life has become so globalized and inter-connected, it is perfectly
possible for such individual market and voting preferences to engage with
transnational movements and not just local or national ones.

Take the case of ethical and green consumerism. Here, a growing number of
people have refused to buy products from companies that engage in activities
of which they morally disapprove. The magazine, Ethiqal Cotlsumer,' Íírst
published in7989, has built-up a database on the worldwide activities of many
Iarge companies. Here are just two examples, selected from its fiftieth edition of
December 7997, which demonstrate the power of selective buying by individ-
uals or full-scale consumer boycott campaigns (7997:29-32):

* The Body Shop This store, which is committed to ethical trade, increased its
sales for cosmetics and other products by three times between 1990 and
1996. Meanwhile, during roughly the same time period various consumer
boycotts led several large cosmetics companies such as Avon, Boots, Max
Factor and Yardley, to announce their intention to stop testing their own
products on animals.
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l'/esflá The boycott against Nestlé,s products whiclr began in ]ů-
company promoted baby foods where the lack of clean water made ,.
cult for Poor ConsumeťS to feed tlreir babies safely) remained acti\.e :
than 18 countries during 7997.In the UK alone, the campaign \vas su::!
by at least 100 consumer, healt}r or church groups, by B0 student ulr:-, -,
by about 90 businesses.
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dangers' NATO declared it Wodd'so0n'],inÍroduce néw ground-|aunched missries x,
European bases that were capab|e oÍ achieving a pre-emplive f irst str ike agains: :
mil i tary lsrgets. This suggested two things that alarmed old and nev. :
cqrnpaiglets alike; NATO had decided lt could now win'r* nuclear war - some:. -rl

&gx 16'3 Women and the peace movemént in'the,'1980s
Background
A sharp revival of Cotd War antagonism became evident f rom around 19BO bring - =

áccépted beÍore'and Europe would be the sacriíic]a| lamb shou|d such a prog.
oe tmplementeo.

peťsolal |ives - g|obal forces

back and a||ow these éiites to go on be|ieving they cou|d exercise such powers
poged or 

legitimalely.
woiÁáannxme peÍsona| and the |oca| to the g|oba| ]] ....]. 

| .,.:,

Women have a long history of involvement in peace campaigns. However, in tas -

A revitalized, anti-nuc|ear peaÓe,|mpv]e.rÍ,en!]soon erne.rged. Part|y what drove ii ,ra".
growing Understaťlding by ordináry.:p;éópfé,,]concerning the vast dangérs,createc c,u
,globa1lzation of n,uc]€aí.rni]ita.ism, (HoŠé,nei] ]1997; 70) and the perce.ption tha:
individua|'s imr.lediate and personal I iÍe was inexlr icab|y l ied to these g|obal for::=
there WaS a|so anger that remote and unaccountab|e élites had assumed tl^e . ; lÍ
speak and act for al l  of humanity. In the 1980s many simply retused any long:'r

d.i'reel\y adjacent to the US military base at Greenham Comnron in $outhgřn Br::ar"
túé..áÁá..:.tnái..nad occupied it Íor e]even years' Their a'ms werq: 

.: :

l To děmonstr"te]]tr.,*t individua|s cou|d and srroutd] take per$ona| respons]g. 1'1,.Ú
global events.

r To attract world attenl ion and hopeful ly ral ly women in many other countries

r Tacl ical ly to prevent the mil itary from deploying vehicles - intended to be ,-f,
launching the new missi les from the base.

a group of women occupied state-owned land and establ ished a Women's Peace -

l To express the specia| Írustration Íe|t by women everywhere given that the e: '-

The women's encampment became a'global locale (p. 64) attracting many de'e3
Fol lowing visits to Greenham. other women s peace camps became eslabl ishec
North America. Europe and Austral ia. But these interactions meant that G'3
Women alsÓ]iaaíned.,ábout |hé causes and, problérns faced by.ijýorhóh'wÓr|dwlc;

::::11':n^l"clsions 
of such unprecedented magnitude were not only rerr=

rnvanaDlv male.

I To prove not on|y that women could act in comp|ete independence oÍ men :-r
in some Situations they cou|d do so high|y e|Íective|y and without reson.nc r
tendencies lowards violence and hierarchical organization preferred by me-

became increasingly 
3*?l: 

th:t issues of peace and,arms were closely l inkei..-
questions such as Third World poverty, environmental pol lut ion, the dangers o' -
power and the pl ight of miners and their famil ies ;n the UK and ersewhere.

Soúroe:Bosenáj] {]s97) ... .,,...

layer is a banC
. in: i ' : l tng the plane:

"- and 50
a3ove the eartl :
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*r-::;h began in 197 -,:e
rrrt :ea'rr .rr.ater made it,jiá-
iln. :en.rained acťir-e iI rrrclre
fre ...nnaign rr-as support,rí
m, l-, :i'l sfudent unions a:,,i

ln &e 1980s

í9B0 bringing new
m'ssiles at its

-"x strike against Soviď
s'd and new peace

War _ something nď
dtmm*d such a prog'íamřIle

what drove it was the
dangers created by the

ffi"E rerception that each
ťř}ese g|obaf Íorces. But

assumed the right to
ÍEffi.sed any longer to sit

such powers unop

l-lowever, in ttre 19BOs,
a Women's peace Camp
fri !n southern Britain. By

responslbi|lty fď

&Éended to be used for

gÍVen that the élites w|p
not only remote buÍ

Endence of men but thd
|without resoÍting to ttE
FelÍerred by men.

oíher countries.. l

I many déjegations.
establisheb across

rneant that Greenharn
worldwjde. They

ctosely finked to othď
the dangers of nuc|eaí

elsewhere.
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According to Hegedus (i989) we have realized that what threateL< Ůtrconcerns one person equally implicates everyone else; solutions are onlr- rr.rean-ingful if they involvJ piít struggtes' Thus, social movements increasu.lšir-llv9lYe-:19,t- -g!!y 
,.1 

:.e]!; ,tlie p:]žsppr*túffiáj;i'.]ž7:ib.,,.p,n,ti,.:'.jr.,:

*{iíiri{a:!,;::,{ó:ť:;;il".'.J',Tn'.T:Ť;ki*ť;:t*t.:rock song' 'we are the world' u"a tn" involvement of many rock group_. inraising funds for poverty and famine relief in Africa u^a 
"t,É*t","re' 

Hq;edusobserved that several ,o.iul *o.r"rrr""t. ;;,1 980s inclr rding soiňa.lty in.Poland (Fi8",:'?;.1T"fi3 ;ll#x.ulff j}:::
Europe, North America and the soviet u"nion and the anti-apartheid mor-ernenrin and outside South Africa.

In the case of the rast,.internal struggle by the ANC and its supporters 1ra_.crucial in bringing aboutthe ultimate .ó"ilup," of the South African regime in t}reearly 1990s. However, the widespread cámpaigns across Europe and \orthAmerica to persuade banks and ŤNc, .o .uuse lending to or invesťrng in theSouth African economy and to withdraw their existing assets also played theírpart. For example, anti-apartheid groups in the USA aóproy"á .,Jň., *"alo u^dother pressures in order.to persuáde i.uá u"a local governments to sell theirshares or not to buv r;řhil.ffi ,;;;."í"'"l..Í;fi'''á'l1""i"iJJ:ili:l[:J1Tff 
'..;:,:;:.llť:largest us cities, introduced lu*r a"rig.rlJ to achieve either or both of th*e

3;,é i*inii.iJ:;,':/ : :'::'1l :*š,',ty sta te go vernment s and' 7 2 c oll e ge>snares rn companies with South African investments.

llllhre ozone layer is a band
ď gas encirc|ing the p|anet
[@.níeen 20 and 50
llffiometres above the earth's
relirFace.

Changes in communication technology
Tls -"ortribg-{9*:ou.4rur so-pr.*,r'c1tinl-q99"ln9J-9sJ..t9_-sr.gg}e.lglLg. s_g1es*otqollt{ol gJoba"l idenriry- can. F_e* !{lc-gJ Uai.g1g erag1rs rn*rlg-lg!g.1.960s. Thentmportant developmeňiš i" š*ut"rllt"ěffiunications and spreadin8 acces' tl]home televisions enabred vast 

""-u".r-or 
people across the worrd to r-ierrimages of planet earth for the first time. This was associated with the various L-Svoyages to the moon, which culminated in the first actuar landing by humans in

{"tj6vValresnbb"s-eirce-a jgúdjh*Ih-'ů;;;iljň.""-srgnďď
l . We became a\ /are of theDeauty of our planet - spinning 

'."j;;i.ď 
y i" d*P 

'ň;:;;d 
the need topreserve it at all costs as o.t. o.riy ,o,r.." of mutuar sustenance in an othenr_i_seb'"ik 

ild.llnitely vast universó. Similar emotions were activated in the earir.and mid-1980s when a seriesof-computer-enhanced images taken from spacegradually provided a body of clear ánd incontrovertible evidence concernirrqthe extent to which the'ozone tayer surrounding the planet had beconledepleted. Th: 
Ť9 given rise to the ,holes, 

which are especially noťiceatrle inspring over the polar regions.
In chapter 14 we explored some of the ways in which recent developmentsin electronic communications and information technology have generated nerr_opportunities for ordinary individuals and g.u,,-.;áÁ o.fu',-.i'utio.,, toachieve greater autonomy..Éersonal 

"o.,,p,,i"., 
enable small groirps to produceand circulate their own iiterature Very ln*pi/ *ň'i"ffiid"*- í; databan]<sessenti"al. for.cha'enging the craims and 'rJgitim;d;; 

;;:,; and otherpowerful institutions. Thé growing use of the Internet facilitates the instanta-
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neous sending of messages and the dissemination of information. Horvel
also allows groups and individuals separated by vast distances to share
individual insights with ease and feed these into a kind of rapid cum
learning experience. In Box 16.1 we explored a recent example showing
cyberspace has now become another basic weapon in the global struggles
social movements and INGOs.

The widening repertoire of social movements
All of the preceding changes but especially the recent developments in co
nication technology have both propelled many social movements and
towards seeking greater global impact since the early 1980s and em
them to do so. Their techniques for mobilizing support have become more
tive in several ways:

1. It has become cheaper and easier to engage rn networking actiaities over
distances.

2. This has enhanced the possibilities Íor pooling resources: info
specialist technical knowledge and practical expertise; and, at times,
ability to tap into the particular reservoirs of grass-roots support enjor
sister groups. In other words, one of the great strengths of social mor
and lNCOs, namely their diversity, has also been brought into greater

3. While the urgent need to engage in coalition-building has intensified, so
opportunities for collaboration have also improved. Indeed, man\. {
tions not only coalesce across national boundaries and sometimes
the deep divisions between North and South (see Box 16.2), thet
engender cross-issue alliances facilitated by overlapping allegiances o!Í
part of many individuals. Two examples here are \ /omen's and
groups or indigenous peoples trying to protect the forests, m
pastures or fishing areas which provide their livelihoods and e
mental groups, especially those interested in wildlife conservation
and Madsen 1997).

4. Social movements and NGOs activate and empower people at ffue
society and connect them directly to the top leoels where po\ /er holders
mine policy. In doing so they try to bypass conventional channels of i
ence. Simultaneously, their close contacts with the grass-roots enables
to articulate alternative ideas for change which are then brought into
the arena of public life and politics.

5. However, when growing horizontal connections between
augments these vertical links within societies, the stage is set for a multi
process whereby flows of pressure feed into each other on a cumulatir-e
mutually reinforcing basis.

The ability of social movements and INGOs to shape public opinion
mobilize support for their lobbying campaigns has also been consi
enhanced. Clearly, it is far easier and more effective to bring pressure tl'l
against one government or company if other groups are prepared to

INING SO

}ďo{-{ g4/sul

resources. This might involve synchronizing other kinds of activiý linlŮdl
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related issues at the nation state level and/or mounting parallel campaigns

involving additional companies or states. other tactics may include galvanizing

the support of consumers worldwide, combining forces with other Sroups,
capturing media attention and lobbying sympathetic groups atlhe UN or other

IGbs' Tňe case Studies outlined in Boxes 18.2 and 18.3 both demonstrate this

cocktail of transnational protest activities.
Thus, it is the multipliciy of teaels through which global social movements and

INGOs operate - linking individual and grass-roots activities vertically to the

top levels while also establishing horizontal inter-state, state-IcO and cross-

isÁue connections _ which explains the much Stronger Presence of social move-

ment activity in the world today. In effect, their greatly enhanced reach and

efficacy meán that Social movements have largely overcome the physical

constráints of geography on their capacity to mobilize support. Assisted by the

media and their close links to INGOs global social movements can short-circuit

the cumbersome processes that might otherwise be required in order to mount

huge protests by millions of people simultaneously across the world'

REVIEW

Although still resembling earlier models, social movements have undergone

several"important changes since the late 1960s. In the advanced countries they

have develcped a potential to incorporate much larger numbers of people. The

latter are e.rgag"d it-t an ever widening repertoire of activities designed to chal-

lenge establiihéd interests and re.construct society by continuously broadening

thňange of contested issues. Social movements have also become much more

widespiead and active in the South even though the political climate and avail-

able economic resources are considerably less favourable than in the North'

Important cross-national, cross-issue and North-South linkages have been

estáblished between global Social movements since the 1980s, often with the

help of INGOs. All of this has coincided with a growing compulsion to recog-

nize the inter-connected and universal nature of the problems we all now

confront coupled with enhanced opportunities to engage in more effective

strategies Íor global co-operation.
s/ ""d"ryJ""di1g" 

ge*ilesgyi!j99-9{-gl*ď- P*ggial Ťo."'9.ll9lj9:9-.-'*.
.1 for -éxamrnin8-h.ow global so.cie-ty is

"ň6gi"glr9r" 
below In. subsequent chapters we will explore this process in

relation to particular movements.

ťo $*ffcxr''cď m*r& & & & a * & * & s & & & . & * * & & * . & * & & e * e & * a r

The book by Scott, tdeology and the New Social Movements (1990) and the same

author's chapter, .Po|itica| cu|ture and social movements' in PolitÍcal and Economic

Forms of Moderniý, ediÍed by A||en et al. (1992) oÍÍer readab|e attempts to synthe-

size and evaluate the debate concerning social movements'

The Road from Rio by Fisher (1993) bristles with ideas and provides an exciting

account oÍ the current situation in the South.
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Sasha Rosenei| has written extensive|V on the Women's peace movement lÍill
.l 980s. The piece Írom which Box 16.3 iS drawn demonstrates Very man'Y
themes discussed in this chapter and is highly recommended.

Social Movements in Development edited by Lindberg and Sverrisson (1997)
some valuable material. Try especially Chapters 1, 3,7 , 12 and 13.

Graup Wor$ť &&&&ě

1. Arranged in advance, the Students in each oÍ three groups wi|l assume
responsibil ity for contacting and building up a fi le on either Oxfam, Amnes$
Internationa| or Friends oÍ the Eadh (or simi|ar INGos). Each group wi||
the Ío||owing: their INGo's current membership, recent objectives and
affiIiated sister groups abroad and Íorms oÍ transnationa| co||aboration

2. Students wil l read this chapter before the class. They will then divide into thtw
groups and each will prepare a brief repoft concerning this proposition: 'The
opportunities for effective transnational action by global social movements and
INGOs are outweighed by the obstacles'.

#&'s*sřf*Ets t* think abaut . . . .&s**&'. .*.&** * € r&&&****#**.. . .

1. In what ways did socia| movements in the advanced societies change Írom ff.m
late 1960s and why?

2. What Íactors exp|ain the tendency for social movements and NGos to .go

during the last fifteen years or so? Assess their re|ative signiÍicance.

3. Using examp|es, examine the main strategies Íor engaging in transnationa|
which have become increasingly useful to global social movements and INGOs
recent years.

4. Why is the study of global social movements so important for those wanting lo
elaborate a global sociology?

O a 8 &N}.Ů& a 8 8 8*.s & &&*8***aaaa88**s & & &.. . .


